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Abstract

Decentralization has been considered as a tool that could reduce the levels of conflict

in diverse societies. By bringing the government closer to the population, the idea is

that groups would find their interest represented and reduce the levels of conflict. In

this paper, I develop a simple model to demonstrate that decentralization would reduce

the levels of certain types of conflict if political mobilization becomes a more effective

tactic to obtain access to economic, political and social resources. I then empirically test

this model for the Democratic Republic of Congo, using conflict data from 2011 to 2018

and data collected during fieldwork conducted in 2017 and 2018. I find that although

découpage did not reduce the number of conflict events, it did help to isolate the more

pacific regions in the country.
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1 Introduction

Since the end of the Cold War, internal conflict has become the major source of conflict across

the world. The consequences of conflict include the loss of human life, but they hardly stop

there. They reproduce systems of low or null capacity and development. The sources of

these conflicts are multiple, but they are often linked to ethnic or religious grievances and

are sparked by opportunity, either in the way of opportunity cost or feasibility (Fearon and

Laitin, 2003, Collier and Hoeffler, 2004, Nunn and Qian, 2014)

Political and administrative decentralization has been suggested as a developmental pri-

ority (Boone, 2003, ?) and a mechanism capable to prevent or stop conflicts, under certain

circumstances (Kaufmann, 1996, Brancati, 2006, Horowitz, 1998, Siegle and O’Mahony, 2006,

Grossman and Lewis, 2014). The rationale behind is utilitarian: by bringing the government

closer to the people, underrepresented groups could become more salient in smaller admin-

istrative areas, thus getting access to political, social and economic resources and reducing

the sources of grievances. In African countries, decentralization has become part of the de-

velopmental agenda in the last few years (Boone, 2003, World Bank, 2007a, ?, Grossman and

Lewis, 2014, Dickovick and Wunsch, 2014).

However, some scholars argue that in fact, decentralization could increase conflict by

reinforcing ethnic identities and creating discriminatory practices (Brancati, 2006, Green,

2015). For many others, decentralization in non-democracies and in places with low institu-

tional capacity, it is not completed and therefore it does not bring the expected governance

results (Brancati, 2006, Green, 2015, ?). This is particularly the case of low-income coun-

tries, where decentralization has been seen as a set of window-dressing policies that are

partially implemented to keep receiving flux of aid and negotiate with certain elites but

that do not increase governance nor empower local citizens (Aalen and Muriaas, 2018). In

addition, decentralization is a rather wide term that is used to encompass from deconcen-

tration of certain administrative operations to devolution of power of all local service to

semi-autonomous authorities (Conyers, 2007).

This paper contributes to the debate by examining the case of the Democratic Republic

of Congo (DRC) 1. The country has experienced a series of cycles of decentralization and

1I use Congo and DRC interchangeably.
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centralization along its history as an independent country. In the four years after indepen-

dence in 1960, the country quickly decentralized with provinces increasing from 6 to 21.

During the decades of a predatory and ruthless regime by Mobutu, the country, which is

the size of continental Europe, saw a period of centralization and personalization of power

(Bezares-Calderon and Englebert, 2019) even if a figurative decentralization exercise took

place during the 1980s, with the decentralization of the Kivus (de Saint Moulin, 1988, Bou-

vier and Omasombo, 2013, Omasambo and Bouvier, 2014)2. After a call for a federal system

by the National Sovereign Conference in 1992 and the exit of Mobutu from power in 1997,

the country went through turbulent years of conflict that extended beyond the frontiers.

In the 2003-2006, the transition regime set as part of the negotiations to reduce conflict

(Bezares-Calderon and Englebert, 2019) adopted decentralization (découpage, for its trans-

lation in French of “to break down”) as a middle point between federalism and unitarism

(Bouvier and Omasombo, 2013, Englebert and Kasongo, 2016). The 2006 Constitution in-

dicated that in the following three years, the 11 provinces should divide into 26. More

precisely, six provinces would divide into 15 new provinces, following the lines of the de-

centralization process that took place in the years after independence (Musonda, 2009) (see

Figure 1 for the new configuration of territories and provinces).

The central government delayed the implementation of découpage on the grounds of the

lack of capacity and resources of these areas, even if little to nothing was done to make them

viable (World Bank, 2007b, 2010). In 2015, the new provinces were promulgated. The region

has remained quite volatile, with conflict events responding to the fragility and instability of

the state across the years. In the meantime, the number of fatalities has fluctuated since the

Congo Wars, with a spike in 2009 (see Figure 2), mostly related to violence in Ituri and Sud-

Kivu 3 These events have been reported to be closely linked to the territorial distribution

among the different ethnic groups 4.

Considering that conflict and violence in the DRC are driven by a convoluted combina-

tion of factors that include ethnic and social grievances, poverty, access to land and to highly

2Although the region separated in three provinces, the governors still remained elected by the national
government, which led to full control by Kinshasa over the new provinces

3In Ituri, there was an increase in the attacks from the Front for Patriotic Resistance of Ituri (FRPI), while
in Sud-Kivu, there was an intensification of the operation of the Forces démocratiques de libération du Rwanda
(FDLR).

4Muchukiwa (2006) explains how, in the case of the territory of Uvira, in Sud-Kivu, conflict is closely related
to the fight for recognition of different groups, such as the Bafuliiru et les Bavira.
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Figure 1: Territories and the 26 provinces

Source: Elaborated by the author

valued natural resources, corruption and predation, and hostile relations among actors, im-

portant questions are raised: how has découpage affected these elements? What has been

the impact of découpage on conflict and violence in Congo? Have the effects been different

in the provinces that break down from the ones that did not? Has découpage provided a

mechanism to reduce conflict or, for the contrary, has it increased tensions among groups?

To answer these questions, I develop a simple model that builds upon (Tranchant, 2011)

and on (Esteban and Ray, 1999, 2011)’s previous work to identify under what circumstances

conflict is a preferred alternative than lobbying to attain political goals. Then, I exploit the

fact that not all the provinces broke down to look at the probability of conflict in a given

month in a region that separated (“treated area”) versus one that did not (“comparison
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Figure 2: Conflict Events and Fatalities DRC, 1997-2018

Source: Elaborated by the author with data from ACLED

area”) using a difference-in-difference estimation strategy. I use data from the Armed Con-

flict Location and Event Data (ACLED) at the third administrative level (territory) which

facilitates a more fine-grained analysis as conflict is localized in certain territories. By ex-

amining conflict prevalence by month between January 2011 and December 2018 across all

the territories in the DRC, I am able to rely on asymptotic assumptions, as treatment is dis-

tributed across territories. I also use rich qualitative data gathered during fieldwork in three

provinces of the former Katanga province (Haut-Katanga, Haut-Lomami and Lualaba). This

fieldwork took place between 2017 and 2018.

To my knowledge, this is the first comprehensive evaluation of the effects of découpage

on conflict in the DRC. The literature on the effects of decentralization in reducing grievances

across the population presents mixed evidence Brancati (2006), ?), Brown (2008). I empiri-
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cally evaluate these claims for the recent decentralization in Congo. Although one may ar-

gue that decentralization is still a very recent process, certain trends have started to appear

and this paper provides preliminary evidence of them.

In addition, I introduce some suggestive evidence of the mechanisms driving the effects

of découpage process on conflict. More precisely, I look into how different mechanisms

linked to the presence of opportunity (feasibility) and calculation of opportunity costs, as

well as the lack of existence of redistribution mechanisms across different ethnic groups and

conflicts at the interior of the government may spark conflict in the new created provinces.

Moreover, even if découpage had slightly decreased the number of certain conflict events

in the DRC, the effect is endogenous at least to some extent: découpage separated the regions

in the provinces with lower levels of conflict and created new provinces. This in turn cre-

ated an environment in which the population in the new provinces were able to create new

mechanisms of representation, beyond the continuous junctures of conflict. I use empirical

evidence to consider how decentralization policies could be successful in reducing conflict

and strengthening local governance.

However, this is not to say that these new provinces are going to be able to avoid conflict

directly, but several risks still exist. If local governments are not able to respond to the needs

of the groups in the population that could organize and confront the government, there is

a latent threat of conflict within the country. This is particularly the case in regions where

groups believe they can grasp the benefits of power, in a zero-sum game.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Next section introduces the context of violence

and decentralization in the DRC. After this, a conceptual framework is introduced. Section 4

introduces a simple model on decentralization and conflict. Section 5 presents a qualitative

analysis, with data obtained during fieldwork in 2017 and 2018. The empirical framework

is introduced in Section 6. The paper ends with a discussion on the potential policy implica-

tions and the conclusion.

2 Violence and Decentralization in the Congo Context

To talk about the causes of violence in the context of the DRC requires to analyze how a series

of complex factors interact with each other: poverty, predation, natural resources, geopolit-

ical issues, ethnic cleavages, among others. This is not the goal of this article. Instead, the
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objective of this article is much modest. It intends to verify how découpage in Congo has

impacted the amount of conflict and violence events, if at all. After all, découpage was ini-

tially seen as a public sector reform that might be able to reduce conflict by empowering

local groups and bringing the government closer to them (World Bank, 2007b, 2010).

Across the developing world, the effects of decentralization are mixed. Brancati (2006)

indicates that decentralization is only genuine in democracies, with nondemocracies estab-

lishing regional politicians that do not challenge the national authority. This argument is

supported by Aalen and Muriaas (2018), who argue that autocrats in African countries use

decentralized systems to serve their own interests, even if certain avenues for contestation

and participation become possible.

The link between decentralization and conflict in Africa is closely related to the ethnic

diversity that exists in the countries across the continent. Creating more administrative units

facilitates the construction of more homogeneous units, where collective action is easier and

creating a sense of more control over the local affairs (Grossman and Lewis, 2014). Green

(2008) explores the case of Uganda, where decentralization has been signaled as one of the

most far-reached in the region (Francis and James, 2003). Green (2008) argues that although

decentralization indeed decreased the level of national-level conflict, it replaced it with local-

level conflict within the newly created units, as it has altered the relation between different

ethnic groups.

This argument supports Horowitz (2001)’s statement on the presence of conflict when-

ever there are changes in the relation among groups. Decentralization creates new dimen-

sions of conflict, as the battle for resources exacerbates. The most relevant dimension in

multiethnic countries is how resources are distributed towards each group. This dimen-

sion is rather fluid, as it changes according to the context and the possibilities it creates for

maximizing the use of the political structures. By developing more homogeneous regions,

conflict may decrease, but it is also possible that new dimensions will emerge.

2.1 Découpage in the DRC

In the case of Congo, découpage was conceived as a middle-ground agreement to be in-

cluded in the 2006 Constitution to reduce the large levels of violence (Bezares-Calderon and

Englebert, 2019). The country, whose boundaries were artificially created by Belgium dur-
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ing colonization, has experienced multiple rounds of decentralization. Already during the

colonial time, the country was divided into six provinces in 1932. After independence, an

intense period of decentralization ensued as provinces (known as provincettes) passed from

6 originally set in the Loi Fondamantale of 1960 to 21 in 1964 (Musonda, 2009).

At the arrival of Mobutu, a period of intense centralization and personalized rule fol-

lowed, with a rapid decrease of the total number of provinces to a total of 8. In 1988, a

rather symbolic experiment of decentralization was tried. The Kivu region divided into

three provinces: Maniema, Sud-Kivu and Nord-Kivu. It was until the negotiations to end

of conflict in the first half of the 2000s that decentralization was again considered as a pos-

sibility to reduce violence and satisfy the local elites, while avoiding federalism (Bezares-

Calderon and Englebert, 2019). Out of the 11 provinces that existed, six of them were set to

divide into 15 new provinces, following the structure of the provincettes.5

The process of découpage gave provinces substantial devolution (in theory, but not in

practice) in areas of health, education, agriculture and rural development. A redistribution

system across provinces was also created, with 10% of the provincial budget allocated to a

national equalization system that would then help to sustain the development of the poorest

provinces.

Although the official process indicated a three-year period for découpage to be imple-

mented, the process did not take place until 2015. Still, the delay did not help to increase

capacity in the provinces that would separate. Instead, découpage followed political mo-

tivations and was implemented amid political struggles between provincial and national

elites. General commissioners were first appointed by Kinshasa, allowing it to keep con-

trol of the subnational politics. It was until 2016 that new governors were elected by the

provincial assemblies. In most cases, the general commissioners stayed in power, reducing

the effect of the increase in autonomy of the provinces, and allowing the central government

to keep the control.

5Article 9 of the Constitution states that to become a province, the territorial entity needs to have a land
area of at least 50,000 km2 and a population of at least 800,000 inhabitants (even when no census has taken
place since 1984) and be self-sufficient economically.
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2.2 Conflict and Découpage

How has découpage impacted conflict? To see this, it is important to first acknowledge that

the causes for conflict in the DRC are manifold and that they are not linked to a single cause.

Yet, is it possible that découpage could solve, at least to some degree, certain problems con-

nected to conflict? Or, on the contrary, is it the case that découpage will intensify certain type

of conflicts by, for instance, creating new spaces to protest or generating new inequalities.

In this paper, I focus the analysis on the period after the contested elections of 2011, which

created a context of increased conflict by generating new dissidents from the presidential

majority and by increasing the amount and intensity of social movements, such as Lucha

or Filimbi (GRIP, 2016). In fact, Figure 3 does a linear prediction of the different types of

conflict across time. Whereas battles show the steepest slope in the period between 2011

and 2018, riots and protest show the second largest predicted increase across time.

In addition, the fact that governors had surpassed their mandate, after elections did not

happen in 2012, due to budget limitations and to the heated political context, created a more

troubled environment. These combination of factors, larger opposition and an uneasy situ-

ation at the provincial level, forced the central government to resort to découpage by first

imposing the provincial special commissioners in the new provinces, which in most cases

continued as governors after their election by the provincial assemblies.

A series of sources of conflict emerged after découpage. The lack of resources in many

of the new provinces, the absence of redistribution from the central government and the

absence of capacity after découpage, are just a few of the subnational elements that created

tensions within the provinces. Initially, the plan was for the former provinces to redistribute

material resources and human capital to the new provinces, but this became practically a

challenge. With a large differential of resources between the former and the new provinces,

it became hard to convince government bureaucrats to move to some of the new provinces,

showing that labor was not very mobile, and creating major challenges for the development

of the new provinces. Although some equipment was transferred to the new provinces,

the lack of capacity created sources for tension. While the government was closer to the

population, the fact that officials were not technically nor materially prepared to respond

to their needs generated strains that reflected by an increase in the number of protests and
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Figure 3: Linear Prediction Conflict Events, 2011-2018

Source: Elaborated by the author with data from ACLED

riots 6.

The idea of who should had access to the new opportunities that emerged after découpage

was another area for tension. The dimension of autochthony became relevant as people in

the newly created provinces tried to find themselves represented. As Englebert et al. (2018)

show, this generated tensions as some groups became more represented than others, creat-

ing inequalities. In a context of scarce resources, this dimension becomes even more salient

as different groups try to find themselves represented.

However, even if new risks for the emergence of conflict emerged, it is also true that

découpage increased the possibilities for the government to increase control of the terri-

6Information gathered during fieldwork.
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tory and respond to the population needs. In a country of the dimension and geographical

characteristics of the DRC, different groups, often marginalized, could become better repre-

sented and new opportunities for them may emerge (Tranchant, 2011, Siegle and O’Mahony,

2006, Steiner, 2008). This in turn reduces the grievances that exist or finds alternative ways

to canalize them. Plus, in terms of the literature related to the causes of civil war, it disrupts

some of the opportunities for conflict that exists, by reducing the distance between the gov-

ernment and the population and the amount of terrain isolated (Collier, 1999, Fearon and

Laitin, 2003).

3 Conceptual framework

The narrative behind decentralization and conflict is that bringing the government closer to

the population, cleavages could decrease and former isolated groups could see themselves

represented. Furthermore, with local governments, asymmetric information decreases, and

therefore there is a higher chance to implement policies that respond to the needs and pref-

erences of the population (Steiner, 2008, Bardhan, 2005, Wunsch, 2014).

Considering the diversity of ethnic groups that exists in Congo7, this underrepresenta-

tion looks like a salient characteristic that can increase inequalities across groups and lead

to cleavages and conflict (Alesina et al., 2014, Esteban et al., 2012). Using information com-

piled by Murdock (1967) and compiled by Nunn and Guiliano (2018), Figure 4 shows some

of the major ethnic groups that are present in the country. Of course, this map is not compre-

hensive as more than 400 tribes have been reported Vansina (1965), Englebert et al. (2018),

Bezares-Calderon and Englebert (2019), Jean-Claude (2014), but it gives an idea on the major

ethnic groups that search for representation in the country.

Yet, conflict in Congo does not follow one dimension, but it is the result of the combina-

tion of multiple effects. Research on the relationship between decentralization and conflict

has shown different avenues and possibilities. Although some authors have supported the

idea that decentralization decreases conflict Horowitz (1998), Tranchant (2011), many others

have proven that the outcome is unclear, with certain sources of conflict decreasing, whereas

others emerge Brancati (2006), Green (2008).

First, decentralization will not automatically ensure the promotion of the interests of dif-

7See Bezares-Calderon and Englebert (2019) for a more complete description of this
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Figure 4: Historical Major Ethnic Composition- Congo

Source: Elaborated by the author with data from Nunn and Guiliano (2018)

ferent groups. Tranchant (2011) develops a model that shows how decentralization damp-

ens conflict if groups that are underrepresented at the national level become a majority at

the subnational level. However, the author shows how decentralization may fuel violence

coming from groups that remain a minority at the subnational level and find themselves not

represented.

Second, decentralization does not automatically translate into more representation of

the local population. Instead, it may be used as a patronage mechanism to redistribute

government posts and strengthen local elites. In fact, Jene and Englebert (2019) show that

decentralization in the DRC has increased the patronage networks among the provincial

elites and Kinshasa and that these networks are highly centralized, thus offsetting all the

autonomy that the provinces may have to genuinely represent the local population. Decen-
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tralization may transform into into a window-dressing type of policy (Aalen and Muriaas,

2018) that serves the interests of the central government.

Third, even if decentralization is intended to benefit the local population, the new subna-

tional units may not have the material and human resources to do so (Thomas, 2015). This

generates tensions among the population as they do not see their situation improved. In the

case of the DRC, découpage took place amid political turmoil and was the response from

the central government to reduce the power of local elites. Even if the process took place

six years after initially planned, this extra time was not used to increase the capacity of the

provinces, so many of them did not even have proper infrastructure to set up the govern-

ment. This, in turn led to complications, as the population started to be more saturated with

taxes but with little if at all tangible gains in their livelihoods. In Haut-Lomami, for instance,

whereas new taxes were created, the government did not even have proper infrastructure to

set up the government but was using instead buildings that dated from colonization times.

The few resources that the government was able to collect were used to build a symbolic

sculpture, as paving roads required resources that the government did not expect to obtain.
8.

Fourth, while conflict may help decrease certain types of conflict, it may also intensify

some others. For instance, Harsch (2009) found that decentralization in Burkina Faso led to

an increase in protests and riots across municipalities. After all, the new subnational units

became new avenues for contestation. Decentralization, places the government at a shorter

geographical and cultural distance and promotes more community engagement and, at least

in the urban centers, provides opportunities to the population to manage their affairs and

contest government decisions. According to Harsch (2009), these protests and demonstra-

tions do not have to be directed necessarily to the local government, but they respond to the

situation at the national level, as citizens demand for the authorities to hear and respond to

their claims.

Fifth, it may be the case that decoupage is endogenous to conflict. Conflict in the DRC

is localized in certain areas across the country and, as stated above, is linked to multiple

causes. It may be the case that new provinces were created in the areas where conflict was

lower than the average. If this is the case, we would see that new provinces present lower

8Information gathered during fieldwork in the region in 2018
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levels of conflict, but this is probably just linked to the fact that ‘good’ territories are moving

away from ‘bad’ territories. In fact, looking at Figure 5, it is possible to notice that before

and after découpage, different types of conflict events are located in specific regions of the

country. Still, even if more peaceful territories are separating for more problematic ones, it

is still necessary to verify how new subnational units respond to the demands of the local

population and how does that translate into a decrease or increase in conflict.

Figure 5: Conflict Events Before and After Découpage: Violence against Civilians and Riots

Source: Elaborated by the author with data from ACLED

Analyzed together, there are multiple possibilities on the evolution of conflict after de-

coupage in the DRC. This paper does an initial analysis on the evolution and then on the

distribution of conflict before and after découpage in Congo. This could then introduce

some insights on the mechanisms throughout which découpage has affected conflict in the

country.

4 Theoretical argument

Above, I mentioned different mechanisms throughout which découpage could contribute

to a decrease in conflict. Here, I develop the theoretical argument to verify under what

circumstances, decentralization leads to a decrease in conflict in fragile areas.

Different sources establish that decentralization reduces conflict at the national level if

it empowers local majority groups that are able to organize and get access to political, so-

cial and economic resources (Wunsch, 2014, Brancati, 2006, Green, 2008, 2015). Building on

this line of thought, I argue that, decentralization will reduce conflict if at least one of the

following three conditions is satisfied: (1) it is able to create homogeneous and organized

groups that gain control over the political, social and economic resources; (2) if the costs of

conflict outweigh the benefit obtained by any group; (3) if the costs to have access to re-

sources through a different mechanism decrease. Of course, many times these mechanisms

act together, so they are not mutually exclusive. Furthermore, by considering these three

mechanisms, I also take into account the different sources usually included in the literature

that lead to an increase in conflict, such as the access to resources and the opportunity cost

of joining an armed group (Fearon and Laitin, 2003, Collier and Hoeffler, 2004, Bloem, 2018).
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To illustrate the mechanisms of the theoretical argument, I develop a simple model based

on an adaptation of the Esteban and Ray (1999, 2011) and on the Tranchant (2011) models.

4.1 A simple Model of Decoupage and Conflict

Assume a country composed by G groups, where each group is indexed as i=1,2,. . . , G and J

subnational units. The population is normalized to one and nij represents the proportion of

the population of group i in the subnational unit j. I assume that ∑I
i=1 nij= nj and ∑I

i=1 ∑J
j=1

nij=1

The outcome of policies and transfers received by group i is represented as a vector q. In

a country characterized by a weak state with a rapacious centralized control, it is reasonable

to think that the divisions between local and central distribution of resources are blurred.

The utility of an individual is based on the redistribution received by its group within the

subnational unit, with no utility gained by the redistribution to other group, which entails

a zero-sum, winner-takes-all game (Esteban and Ray, 1999): U(qgj) =0 ∀ i 6= g. The utility of

group i in the subnational unit j can be represented as:

W(qij) = πij(qij) ∗ qij–cij (1)

Where πij represents the probability of group i in the subnational unit j to get access to

the resources qij. Following (Kräkel, 2006) and (Tranchant, 2011), πij can be written as a

simplified version of a Contest Success Function:

πij(rij, r−ij) =
nijrij −∑gj 6=ij ngjrgj + ē

Gē
(2)

In this equation, rij represents the lobbying effort made by group i in the region j to get

access to resources. ē is the luck factor and is uniformly distributed over the interval
[

-1
2 ,

1
2

]
. The marginal return to the lobbying effort is constant with

∂πij
∂rij

=
nij
Gē , increasing with

the size of the group and decreasing with the luck factor and the number of groups in the

region G. However, implementing lobbying requires effort that has a cost c and that has the

following form:

cij(rij) =
1
α

rα
ij ∗ qij (3)
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This cost equation is increasing and convex with effort, with α > 1.

The objective function is:

Wij = qij ∗
nijrij −∑gj 6=ij ngjrgj + ē

Gē
− 1

α
rα

ij ∗ qij (4)

Group i in region j maximizes its utility by choosing the optimal rij*. The FOC is:

∂Wij

∂rij
=

nij

Gē
∗ qij − rα–1

ij ∗ qij = 0 (5)

Given the functional form, the SOC is satisfied. Solving for rij* gets:

r?ij =
[nij

Gē
∗ qij

] 1
α−1 ∗ qij (6)

Lobbying efforts depend on the size of the group, the number of groups, luck and on

the size of the gains. Assuming that conflict is driven by low political participation, it en-

sues that conflict will emerge when the cost-benefit analysis of conflict represents a superior

equilibrium than the one obtained by lobbying. This is, when the probability of accessing

the resources λij given a certain cost kij is higher than accessing them through lobbying πij

that entails cost cij.

The level of benefits obtained by group i in region j during decentralization are obtained

by writing the differentiation of Wij with respect to qij:

∂Wij

∂qij
=

nijrij −∑gj 6=ij ngjrgj + ē
Gē

− rα–1
ij (7)

As the number and weight of other groups rise, the benefits obtained by decentralization

decrease. Equally, as the cost of lobbying increases, the benefits obtained go down, thus

raising the probability for conflict.

This simple model has many limitations. The model does not consider the complexity of

the issues linked to conflict in an environment such as the one seen in Congo. It does not look

at the geopolitical reasons linked to conflict or at the stakes that other actors have in conflict.

In addition, the model does not take into other different ways in which actors can obtain

access to benefits, and considers that there is a way in which benefits can be gained through
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lobbying. Furthermore, the model does not look into the endogeneity of decentralization as

a political process planned by political actors that expect to obtain certain benefits.

Still, the model provides a very simple design that predicts how decentralization, or

découpage, can lead to a reduction or reconfiguration of conflict and empower certain groups.

5 Qualitative analysis: The Katanga Region

The region of the former Katanga province is economically and politically important in the

DRC. Thanks to the presence of minerals, such as coltan, cobalt and copper, the region has

profited from higher levels of development than other areas in the country. Still, these min-

erals are concentrated in certain areas of the former province, mostly in Haut-Katanga and

in the area surrounding Kolwezi, the capital of the now-province Lualaba. In turn, this re-

gion has presented moderate levels of conflict, that are mostly located in the urban area of

Lubumbashi and in areas closer to the border.

After découpage, the region separated in four new provinces: Haut-Katanga, Haut-

Lomami, Lualaba and Tanganyika. This translated into a redistribution of resources that cre-

ated an inequality across the region. Haut-Katanga and Lualaba have the largest reserves of

minerals, plus Lubumbashi, the former capital of Katanga, is located in Haut-Katanga. Thus,

must of the human capital is located in these areas, with Tanganyika and Haut-Lomami hav-

ing reduced levels of material and human capital. Particularly, Haut-Lomami is enclaved,

with no access to an international border and no paved roads. The trip from Lubumbashi to

Kamina, the capital of Haut-Lomami, takes about 24 hours for a distance of approximately

400 miles. After accessing Lualaba, the road is not paved and is inaccessible during the

rainy season. Therefore, the only way to access or exit is by using the railroad which is not

in good condition either. The province has no infrastructure, which obligated the provincial

assembly to locate in a former building of the cultural association of railroad workers (see

Figure 6).

However, the new provinces have different levels of ethnic diversity. Haut-Katanga

shows the highest level of diversity, with an heterogeneity index of 0.88 (Englebert et al.,

2018), due to the cosmopolitan effect of Lubumbashi, although there is still a larger preva-

lence of the Lubakat, the Bemba and the Sanga-Yeke (Bezares-Calderon and Englebert, 2019).

Still, no group seems to have an absolute ethnic majority. With a heterogeneity index of
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Figure 6: Kamina, Haut-Lomami (2018)

Note: (1) and (4) are pictures of the provincial assembly of Haut-Lomami. (2) and (4) are
images from the city of Kamina.

0.80, Lualaba is also diverse. However, five groups led by the Lunda (Lunda, Tshokwe,

Ndembo, Lwena and Minungu) have joined to become a single major group that controls

the province. They are opposite to a local group in the surroundings of Kolwezi, the Sanga,

that demands more access to resources but is not willing to become part of the larger group.

Haut-Lomami is a largely homogeneous province led by the Lubakat. It is interesting, how-

ever, that in this province, dimension that becomes salient to claim access to resources is the

territory of origin, showing how ethnicity is a fluid concept whose utility changes depend-

ing on the possibilities it provides to extract resources. Tanganyika also shows some level

of ethnic homogeneity, with the Lubakat and the Tabwa-Tumbwe accounting for 85% of the

local population (Englebert et al., 2018, Calderon and Englebert, 2019, Bezares-Calderon and

Englebert, 2019).

By separating the Katanga province, most of the conflict was grouped in Haut-Katanga
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and Tanganyika. Still, the combination of resources and diversity has led to different out-

comes in each province (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Conflict Events, Katanga Region 2011-2018

Source: Elaborated by the author with data from ACLED

Haut-Katanga has valuable economic and political resources that different groups want

to access. The struggle for power led to the impeachment of the governor elected after

découpage. Still, the province has seen a decrease in the level of violent conflict, such as

battles and violence against civilians, and has instead seen an increase in the number of

riots and protests. Since most of the riots are concentrated in Lubumbashi, it is possible to

consider that this is a way of lobbying in which citizens located in urban areas can claim

access to resources.

In Lualaba, the situation is much calmer, with low levels of violence before and after de-

coupage. Still, it is interesting to see a decrease in the number of riots. Some clashes have
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been reported, but these are mostly located at the border with Lomami and Kasai-Central, in

the territory of Kapanga. Still, there are certain cleavages that need to be taken into consid-

eration. The fact that the certain groups feel isolated may contribute to the increase in cleav-

ages that may lead to an increase in conflict if resources are not well redistributed across key

actors.

In Haut-Lomami, there has also been a decrease in the number of events, with the largest

effect in the number of battles. The lack of resources and infrastructure complicates col-

lective action, which reduces the prevalence of riots and other types of civilian outbreaks.

Plus, the region is ethnically homogeneous. Tanganyika, however, has seen an increase in

the number of conflict events. Battles have increased in the region, while other levels of

violence have remained at levels similar to those previous to découpage. The situation is

hardly explained solely by découpage. Being just south of the Kivus and next to the border

to Rwanda, the region is not very stable and has struggled with the presence of Mayi Mayi

forces, as well as from battles with the Batwa and the Bantu ethnic militias.

Thus, whereas it seems that after découpage the number of conflict events has somewhat

decreased across the four province of the former Katanga region, there are still sources of

potential conflict that remain latent. In some cases, these sources are linked to the multiple

dimensions that explain conflict in the DRC as it is the case of Tanganyika, in other cases

découpage has increased the salience of dimensions linked to the redistribution of resources,

especially in provinces where these are abundant.

6 Empirical Framework

Research on the effect of decentralization on conflict is abundant. Mainly, two different types

of studies have been conducted on this topic. The first type comprehends studies that use

rich, detailed anthropological data that examines the subtleties of this issue. The second type

of study on this topic does a cross-country comparative analysis that allows to find certain

patterns across different countries. Whereas the first type of analysis does not provide the

opportunity to quantitatively measure the effects of découpage, the second type provides a

wide dispersion that many times does not adapt to non-democratic contexts.

This paper uses the case of the DRC to quantitatively show the effect of découpage on

the presence of conflict. To my knowledge, this is the first study done in this area, as most of
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the research on conflict in the DRC has mostly focused on the role of minerals (Autesserre,

2010, Seay, 2012, Bloem, 2018) and on the geopolitical reasons behind conflict (Turner, 2007,

Autesserre, 2008). Still, given that one important source of conflict in the country is linked

to the access of resources and this is in turn closely related to the ethnic configuration of the

provinces, it remains important to look at the effect that a reconfiguration of physical spaces

may have on the presence of conflict in the region.

6.1 Data

The analysis is performed using data at the territory level, which is the third administrative

level in the DRC and uses data on the level of conflict by month from January 2011 to De-

cember 2018. This allows for a detailed analysis that uses April 2016 as the period in which

electoral découpage took place. I also use February 2015 as the moment in which découpage

was promulgated. I use this as a robustness measure that verifies if the population reacted

to this policy from the moment its imminent implementation was announced and special

commissioners were appointed 9.

The primary source data in the analysis comes from ACLED (2019), a dataset that con-

tains geocoded information on conflict in countries in Africa, South Asia, the Middle East,

Europe, and Latin America. Although data for the Congo is available from 1997, I focus

on the period after 2011 to circumvent the effects of other events, such as the Congo Wars

and the 2006 election. ACLED separates conflict events data into six categories: (1) remote

violence, (2) riots (3) protests (4) violence against civilians (5) battles and, (6) strategic devel-

opment. Given the closeness of riots and protests, I join them as one category. Table 1 shows

summary statistics of the prevalence of conflict before and after conflict10.

In addition to conflict prevalence and intensity, I look at the mechanisms behind conflict.

As mentioned above, opportunity, seen as the presence of feasibility mechanisms and the the

calculation of opportunity costs, as well as the presence of multiple groups to redistribute

and the lack of resources to do so, may increase conflict in the new created provinces. I use

different sources of data to verify this.

9Since the results do not provide a different conclusion than the results included in this paper, they are not
included but are available upon request to the author.

10Table 7 in Appendix A.1 includes the balance table grouping by provinces that separated and those that
remained together, showing that there is no statistical difference in the number of conflict events among them.
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(1) (2) T-test
Before Découpage After Découpage Difference

Variable N/[Clusters] Mean/SE N/[Clusters] Mean/SE (1)-(2)

Conflict events 10,688
[26]

0.440
(0.184)

5,345
[26]

0.594
(0.239)

-0.154**

Remote violence 10,688
[26]

0.004
(0.004)

5,344
[26]

0.002
(0.001)

0.003

Riots & protests 10,688
[26]

0.066
(0.019)

5,344
[26]

0.105
(0.031)

-0.039***

Violence vs. civilians 10,688
[26]

0.164
(0.063)

5,344
[26]

0.190
(0.081)

-0.026

Battles 10,688
[26]

0.157
(0.078)

5,345
[26]

0.240
(0.115)

-0.083**

Strategic dev. 10,688
[26]

0.049
(0.025)

5,345
[26]

0.057
(0.019)

-0.008

Notes: The value displayed for t-tests are the differences in the means across the groups.
Standard errors are clustered at the province level. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the
1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table 1: Prevalence of Conflict Before and After Découpage

Data on the population comes from projections estimated by Ocha (2017), whereas I also

use data on the size of the electorate, according to the electorate institute of Congo, CENI

(2018). Data on the percentage of autochthonous population and on ethnic heterogeneity

comes from Englebert et al. (2018) and was calculated using the Enquête 1-2-3 (2012) of

2012. To measure wealth within the territory, I use two different sources. First, I use the

weighted wealth estimation from the DHS Survey of 2013 (USAID, 2014). This index goes

from 1 to 5, with 1 representing the minimum wealth level and 5 the wealthiest households
11 I also estimate night light intensity at the territory level using satellite data coming from

the NOAA (2018). Poverty figures are calculated at the territory level using the Enquête 1-2-

3 (2012), 2012. Data on the monthly commodity price index comes from IMF (2019). Political

data, such as the execution rate of the budget and data on impeachment and governance was

collected from primary sources during the fieldwork that took place between 2017 and 2018.

Table 2 shows the summary statistics for these variables.

11I use the weights from the dataset to calculate the wealth index by province
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Obs Min Max Mean Std. Dev.
Population (Thousand) 15,552 73.04 8,259.13 550.24 736.93
Electorate (Thousand) 16,032 29.95 4,457.02 239.11 362.54
% Non-originaire 16,033 0.76 97.8 8.75 11.64
Herfindahl index 16,033 0.12 0.90 0.63 0.24
Poverty share 13,344 0 1 0.72 0.23
Wealth index 16,033 1.67 4.96 2.64 0.61
Night light (majority) 15,841 0 12 0.18 1.25
Commodity Index 16,032 92.23 102.42 98.11 2.67
Execution rate budget 14,593 0.01 0.96 0.53 0.24

Table 2: Summary Statistics

6.2 Identification Strategy and Estimation

6.2.1 Prevalence of Conflict

I first empirically estimate the effect of découpage over the prevalence of conflict in the ter-

ritories across the DRC. This is, I verify if découpage increased or decreased the probability

that a conflict event occurs in a given territory. More formally, I specify the following linear

probability regression model:

yjt = α + γt · Postdec + φ · Separated + β · 1{j = decoupage} · 1{t ≥ April 2016}+ εjt (8)

In the regression, yjt is a binary variable where yjt= 1 represents the presence of at least

one conflict event. To measure this, I created a variable to examine the prevalence on any

type of conflict event and I also disaggregate the analysis to examine the different types

of conflict that ACLED (2019) reports. In the equation, γt is the coefficient of the dummy

variable Postdec that takes the value of one for periods after April 2016; φj is the coefficient

of the dummy variable Separated that is equal to one for provinces that separated at the

time of découpage. The coefficient of interest in the equation is β, which (β) represents the

difference-in-difference effect of the prevalence of conflict of découpage in provinces that

separated. Standard errors are clustered at the territory level.

The fact that certain provinces separated while others remained with their previous con-

figuration allows to conduct a difference-in-difference analysis, given that “treatment” and
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“control” occur in different territories across the country, and thus, we can rely on the

asymptotic assumptions necessary for a difference-in-difference specification (Bloem, 2018)

Results of equation 8 can be found on Panel A of Table 3. Column (1) shows the results for

all conflict events, whereas columns (2) to (6) dissagregate the analysis. From the results, it

seems that découpage slightly decreased the probability of the presence of different types of

conflict events. Particularly interesting is the effect of découpage on the probability of hav-

ing a riot or a protest event in the provinces that broke down, as the probability decreases

and the average probability of a conflict event after découpage in areas that separated de-

creased by 5%.

Still, the effect seems to be driven by the conflict existing in specific parts of the country.

To see this, I remove Nord-Kivu and Sud-Kivu from the analysis. These provinces have

for a long time struggled with the presence of conflict. Particularly, during 2012 and 2013,

the movement M23 became quite active along the Kivu region. Results can be found on

Panel B of Table 3. As it becomes evident, the effect of découpage on the probability of

conflict prevalence is quite small and insignificant. Table 8 in Section A.2 in the Appendix

implements a probit model for robustness purposes.

As it may be expected, découpage did not have a large nor significant effect on the prob-

ability of conflict in any of the provinces. This is intuitively correct as conflict in the region

is linked to many other causes that it may be hard to go from no conflict to conflict or vice

versa. Still, the focal point of this paper is mostly on the intensity of conflict, understood as

the number of conflict events per region each year. I explore this in the next section.

6.2.2 The Intensity of Conflict

In addition to the presence of conflict, I also examine how découpage affected the number

of conflict events. In an unstable environment such as the one that prevails in Congo, a

complete change in the direction of conflict (going from no-conflict to conflict or vice-versa)

is not a typical expectation. A more interesting analysis is to see whether the number of

conflict events significantly changed after découpage. If the gains from separation do not

exceed the previous status-quo, the behaviour of the population is not expected to change

in a statistically significant way. To see this, I estimate the following difference-in-difference

equation:
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES Total Remote Riots & Violence vs. Battles Strategic

Events Violence Protests Civilians Development
A. All Provinces

Period after découpage 0.046** -0.007** 0.047*** 0.034** 0.043** -0.008
(0.020) (0.003) (0.015) (0.014) (0.018) (0.012)

Decentralization -0.222*** -0.013** -0.058** -0.128*** -0.149*** -0.089***
(0.057) (0.005) (0.025) (0.037) (0.039) (0.022)

Effect découpage -0.022 0.007** -0.032** -0.028* -0.032 0.020
(0.023) (0.003) (0.016) (0.016) (0.020) (0.013)

Observations 16,033 16,033 16,033 16,033 16,033 16,033
R-squared 0.069 0.008 0.021 0.043 0.063 0.034

B. No Kivus
Period after découpage 0.022 -0.000 0.017* 0.014 0.005 0.010

(0.022) (0.000) (0.009) (0.012) (0.013) (0.009)
Decentralization 0.001 0.000 -0.017 0.011 0.008 -0.007

(0.044) (0.000) (0.030) (0.021) (0.012) (0.014)
Effect découpage 0.002 0.000 -0.003 -0.008 0.005 0.002

(0.024) (0.000) (0.011) (0.014) (0.015) (0.010)

Observations 14,400 14,400 14,400 14,400 14,400 14,400
R-squared 0.001 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.002

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 3: Presence of conflict

yjt = α + γt · Postdec + φ · Separated + β · 1{j = decoupage} · 1{t ≥ April 2016}+ εjt (9)

In equation 9, yjt represents the outcome of interest, either the total number of conflicts

events in a given territory j during month and year t or one of the specific types of conflict

categories. Given that the variables of interest show a non-Gaussian distribution, with long

right tails, I use an inverse hyperbolic sine transformation. This transformation, similar to

the logarithmic transformation, allows to retain multiple zero values. I use Bellemare and

Wichman (2018) to interpret the coefficients. The variable of interest is β, which shows the

difference-in-difference effect of découpage in the provinces that separated. The results,
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shown on Panel A of Table 4, consider how conflict events have changed after découpage,

with Panel B showing the results without considering the Kivus.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES Total Remote Riots & Violence vs. Battles Strategic

Events Violence Protests Civilians Development
A. All Provinces

Period after découpage 0.114*** -0.009** 0.063*** 0.053* 0.083** -0.013
(0.043) (0.004) (0.021) (0.028) (0.041) (0.014)

Decentralization -0.425*** -0.013** -0.075** -0.183*** -0.231*** -0.100***
(0.112) (0.006) (0.034) (0.055) (0.064) (0.026)

Effect découpage -0.073 0.010** -0.047** -0.049 -0.063 0.027*
(0.047) (0.004) (0.022) (0.029) (0.042) (0.015)

Observations 16,032 16,032 16,032 16,032 16,032 16,032
R-squared 0.092 0.008 0.024 0.047 0.070 0.033

B. No Kivus
Period after découpage 0.048 0.000*** 0.031 0.018 0.007 0.013

(0.036) (0.000) (0.022) (0.015) (0.015) (0.011)
Decentralization -0.007 0.000 -0.033 0.016 0.011 -0.007

(0.072) (0.000) (0.046) (0.026) (0.014) (0.015)
Effect découpage -0.007 0.000 -0.014 -0.014 0.012 0.001

(0.040) (0.000) (0.024) (0.018) (0.018) (0.012)

Observations 14,400 14,400 14,400 14,400 14,400 14,400
R-squared 0.002 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.002 0.002

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4: Intensity of conflict

The magnitude of the effect of the difference-in-difference variable (Effect découpage) on

the number of conflicts is calculated in column (1) of Table 4 12. Provinces that separated

have a 7.3% lower intensity of conflict. The decrease in the number of riots and protest in

provinces that separated is of 4.59% after découpage.

Still, this effect seems to be mostly driven again by the Kivus, where conflict remains

high. Without considering this region, the coefficients of the difference-in-difference variable

becomes insignificant in every specification. As it was the case before, riots and protest seem

to be lower in provinces that separated, with a 3.22% decrease of conflict in these areas.

12The percentage change in the outcome variable with dummy independent variables is approximated as
P̃

100 ≈ exp (β-0.5 Var(β))-1
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This represents additional evidence of the results of découpage in the DRC. They did

not increase the opportunities for the local population to grasps the benefits of this new

geographical configuration. There has not been an increase in devolution and autonomy of

the provinces, leading to a stalemate of the situation.

6.3 Robustness Check

6.3.1 Conflict Change

In a country of the dimension of Congo, there are many areas that are not densely populated

or are not populated at all. In fact, most of the population is concentrated in certain parts of

the country, close to economic or government centers. This in turn leads to the presence of a

large number of combinations territory-year with no conflict events.

In this section, I limit the analysis to areas that experienced at least one conflict event in

the whole period of analysis. I implement Equation 9, but I restrict it to areas with at least

one episode of the conflict event. Results are included on Table 5.

Even when we limit the analysis to areas with presence of conflict events, the effects

seem to be absorbed by Nord-Kivu and Sud-Kivu. Still, this is not the case of battles, which

seem to have gone down after découpage in areas that separated, with a reduction of 6.75%.

Furthermore, areas that separated seem to have 23.16% less conflicts than areas that did not

separate.

The analysis shown in these sections shows that découpage has per se no major effects on

the presence of conflict events in the DRC. On the contrary, by looking at the magnitude of φ,

it is plausible to think that découpage helped to isolate the territories that already presented

lower levels of conflict. This has important policy implications as it seems that by separating

these areas, it may be easier to establish mechanisms that increase the representation of the

population through other channels. I look into these effects in the next section.

6.4 Endogenous Découpage

As shown by the different specifications above, découpage does not seem to have had a

significant effect on the prevalence of conflict in the DRC. Here, I look at the different trends

in conflict among the provinces that separated, before and after April 2016. The analysis in

this section requires to compare the propensity of conflict before and after découpage.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES Total Remote Riots & Violence vs. Battles Strategic

Events Violence Protests Civilians Development
A. All Provinces

Period after découpage 0.114*** -0.035** 0.086*** 0.060* 0.098** -0.018
(0.044) (0.012) (0.027) (0.031) (0.048) (0.019)

Decentralization -0.406*** -0.045** -0.091** -0.190*** -0.263*** -0.125***
(0.113) (0.018) (0.044) (0.060) (0.073) (0.032)

Effect découpage -0.067 0.049*** -0.057* -0.053 -0.069 0.047**
(0.048) (0.015) (0.030) (0.034) (0.050) (0.022)

Observations 14,496 1,344 9,888 12,384 11,616 8,544
R-squared 0.083 0.011 0.027 0.045 0.075 0.033

B. No Kivus
Period after découpage 0.048 0.014 0.059 0.023 0.098*** 0.023

(0.036) (0.010) (0.041) (0.018) (0.029) (0.018)
Decentralization 0.012 -0.068 0.027 -0.263*** -0.008

(0.073) (0.084) (0.032) (0.015) (0.025)
Effect découpage -0.001 -0.030 -0.016 -0.069** 0.007

(0.041) (0.043) (0.023) (0.030) (0.021)

Observations 12,864 384 8,256 10,752 11,616 7,008
R-squared 0.002 0.004 0.011 0.001 0.075 0.004

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 5: Change in Conflict Events in Areas with at Least One Conflict Episode

First, I group provinces by “old province”: the province they belong before découpage.

This allows me to get an initial idea on the composition of conflict by former province.

Figure 8 shows the results of a linear regression that look into the propensity of conflict for

each “old province”.

Overall, the propensity of conflict for each of these provinces increased or remained at the

same level as before, with the provinces belonging to the former Kasai Occidental showing

the largest increase in the propensity of conflict.

To see what provinces are driving this effect, I do the same exercise but separating the

analysis by new province. Figure 9 reports the results.

This figure clearly shows that découpage separated regions with higher propensity to

conflict from those that show a smaller probability to have conflict events. The only cases
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Figure 8: Propensity of Conflict by Old Province

Source: Elaborated by the author with data from ACLED

where there has been an increase in the propensity of conflict are Kasai Central, Ituri and

Tanganyika. Thus, découpage rather than having a direct effect on the prevalence of conflict,

has helped to isolate the provinces with lower prevalence of conflict. It remains to be seen

if certain elements linked to the new configuration of the provinces is the source (at least

partially) of the increase in the propensity of conflict in certain provinces after découpage.

6.5 Sources of Conflict

In Section 4.1, I stated that conflict will emerge whenever its net benefit surpasses the net

benefit obtained from lobbying. The probability for this to happen depends on the political

size of the groups and on the number of groups available. As the number of groups increases

and more groups are perceived as a threat for the acquisition of resources, the probability
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Figure 9: Propensity of Conflict by New Province

Source: Elaborated by the author with data from ACLED

of conflict will increase. This will also depend on the amount of resources that can be ac-

cessed, although I expect an inverse-U form for this effect: after a threshold is reached, the

probability of conflict should decrease. I empirically test the following model:

yjt = α + β ∗ Divers. + γ ∗ Non− Autocht. + δ1 ∗Wealth + δ2 ∗Wealth2 + φ ∗ x + εjt (10)

In this equation, yjt represents the hyperbolic sine transformation of the outcome of in-

terest, either the total number of conflicts events in a given territory j during month and year

t or one of the specific types of conflict categories. β represents the main variable of interest,

as it refers to the diversity of the population in the province, measured by the Herfindahl In-
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dex. I also estimate the effect γ of the percentage of non-autochthonous population. δ1 and

δ2 estimate the effect of the amount of resources available. x represents a vector of control

variables that include the size of the population and the poverty rate. Errors are clustered

at the territory level. Panel A of Table 6 includes the results for all the provinces, whereas

Panel B excludes the Kivu region.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES Total Remote Riots & Violence vs. Battles Strategic

Events Violence Protests Civilians Development
A. All Provinces

Herfindahl Index 0.248*** 0.000 0.001 0.137*** 0.132*** 0.031*
(0.079) (0.002) (0.019) (0.038) (0.045) (0.016)

Non-autochthonous -0.004 -0.000 0.001 -0.002 -0.003* -0.001
(0.003) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)

Luminosity 0.238** 0.012 0.131** 0.084* 0.056 0.054
(0.118) (0.008) (0.059) (0.049) (0.039) (0.035)

Luminosity sq. -0.021** -0.001 -0.011** -0.007* -0.005 -0.005
(0.010) (0.001) (0.005) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003)

Observations 13,152 13,152 13,152 13,152 13,152 13,152
R-squared 0.133 0.008 0.198 0.052 0.031 0.044

B. No Kivus
Herfindahl Index 0.110** -0.000 -0.002 0.074*** 0.042** 0.010

(0.046) (0.000) (0.018) (0.026) (0.018) (0.008)
Non-autochthonous 0.002 -0.000 0.002* 0.000 0.000 0.000

(0.002) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000)
Luminosity -0.013 0.000 -0.018* 0.008 -0.002 -0.006*

(0.022) (0.000) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.003)
Luminosity sq. 0.000 -0.000 0.001* -0.001 -0.000 0.000

(0.002) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000)

Observations 11,520 11,520 11,520 11,520 11,520 11,520
R-squared 0.151 0.001 0.235 0.047 0.015 0.055

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 6: Sources of Conflict

The effect of ethnic diversity on the prevalence of conflict is represented by the coefficient

of the Herfindahl Index. Column 1 shows the results for all the events. The magnitude of

the effect is large, representing an increase of 23.18% on the number of events. This effect is
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driven mostly by the number of battles and the events of violence against civilians. In the

case of violence against civilians, more diversity is related to an increase of 12.52% on the

number of events. The results on Column (5) indicate that more diversity will lead to an

11.57% increase in battles.

These effects are persistent, although a little bit smaller when the Kivus are not included

in the analysis. According to Column (1), an increase in diversity leads to an increase of

9.09% on the prevalence of conflict. The magnitude of the effect on violence against civilians

is of 6.29% and on battles of 3.36%.

Interestingly, the proportion of the population that is non-autochthonous is not mean-

ingful in the determination of conflict. Night luminosity has the expected effect, with more

luminosity leading to a 17.04% increase of conflict.

7 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, I explored the effect of découpage on the prevalence of conflict in the DRC.

As expected, the results show that this policy did not conduct to a change in the prevalence

of conflict in the territories across the country. Whenever effects were found, these were

driven by the situation that persists in the provinces located in the east of the country, where

conflict is driven by a combination of different factors that are weakly linked to découpage.

This is particularly true since decentralization in Congo has followed a different pattern

in paper than in practice. Although provinces were expected to obtain more devolution in

key areas of the economic and social lives of the population, in practice the system is still

highly centralized. This leads to a small window of opportunity for the different groups to

act and increase their influence at the subnational level, if Kinshasa does not agree to it.

The results are in tune with the current literature on decentralization and conflict, in-

dicating that decentralization in non-democracies is dubious and its effects largely depend

on the political will at the center to increase participation and influence of the subnational

leaders. However, contrary to the findings from Green (2008) and Brancati (2006), I do not

see a decrease in the number of conflict at the national level. This might be related to the

instability that the country has gone through in the last years linked to the postponement

of the national elections, that took place in December 2018. It will be interesting to see the

evolution of this trend in the following months and years. The same will happen with the
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evolution of decentralization with the new administration. Already, certain provinces are

being able to keep the taxes obtained from the mining sector13.

What is also evident in the paper is that even if découpage did not reduce the level of con-

flict, it did isolate the regions that already had low levels of conflict from those that present

intense conflict. This might represent an opportunity for donors and international organi-

zation. Low levels of conflict translate into more stability, which can be used to increase the

capacity of these new provinces without having to deal with a fragile environment.

Finally, the paper also looked at some of the mechanisms that drive an increase in conflict.

As it has been acknowledged before (Englebert et al., 2018, Calderon and Englebert, 2019,

Bezares-Calderon and Englebert, 2019), more ethnic diversity may lead to more instability,

as some groups become more represented than others. This paper empirically shows how a

higher index of ethnic diversity translates into a higher propensity of conflict.

Overall, this paper provides certain elements on the mechanisms behind conflict and

looks into how policies usually supported to increase accountability and reduce the insta-

bility of the system may not lead to a significant change. In the case of decentralization,

in fragile and highly centralized environments, it is necessary to push for real devolution

towards the provinces, but keeping in mind the risks for conflict that exists at the province

level. In this paper, I show some of the ways to do that, by taking advantage of the stability

that already exist in certain areas of the country.

13Although the application of this policy is still quite dubious.
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A Appendices

A.1 Balance Table

(1) (2) T-test
Not separated Separated Difference

Variable N/[Clusters] Mean/SE N/[Clusters] Mean/SE (1)-(2)

Conflict Events 3649
[5]

1.367
(0.846)

12384
[21]

0.234
(0.069)

1.134

Remote Violence 3648
[5]

0.014
(0.012)

12384
[21]

0.000
(0.000)

0.013

Riots & Protests 3648
[5]

0.189
(0.103)

12384
[21]

0.046
(0.010)

0.143

Violence vs. civilians 3648
[5]

0.449
(0.282)

12384
[21]

0.091
(0.029)

0.357

Battles 3649
[5]

0.566
(0.376)

12384
[21]

0.072
(0.026)

0.494

Strategic dev. 3649
[5]

0.150
(0.093)

12384
[21]

0.023
(0.008)

0.126

Notes: The value displayed for t-tests are the differences in the means across the groups.
Standard errors are clustered at variable id prov. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1,
5, and 10 percent critical level.

Table 7: Prevalence of Conflict Before and After Découpage
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A.2 Prevalence of Conflict: Probit Model

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES Total Remote Riots & Violence vs. Battles Strategic

Events Violence Protests Civilians Development
A. All Provinces

Period after découpage 0.028** -0.002** 0.025*** 0.018** 0.020** -0.003
(0.012) (0.001) (0.007) (0.007) (0.008) (0.005)

Decentralization -0.186*** -0.009** -0.053*** -0.104*** -0.118*** -0.069***
(0.040) (0.004) (0.019) (0.026) (0.026) (0.015)

Effect découpage -0.001 0.008 -0.007 -0.010 -0.005 0.026**
(0.017) (0.006) (0.008) (0.012) (0.012) (0.011)

Observations 16,033 16,033 16,033 16,033 16,033 16,033
B. No Kivus

Period after découpage 0.021 0.000 0.012** 0.015 0.006 0.008*
(0.021) (0.000) (0.005) (0.012) (0.014) (0.004)

Decentralization 0.001 -0.017 0.012 0.009 -0.008
(0.046) (0.026) (0.025) (0.015) (0.014)

Effect découpage 0.002 0.002 -0.009 0.004 0.004
(0.023) (0.006) (0.013) (0.016) (0.006)

Observations 14,400 14,400 14,400 14,400 14,400 14,400
Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Note: The coefficients represent the marginal effects of the probit model.

Table 8: Presence of conflict
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